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Abstract—This paper presents a group-aware mobile crowd
sensing system called MobiGroup, which supports group activity
organization in real world settings. Acknowledging the complexity
and diversity of group activities, this paper introduces a formal
concept model to characterize group activities and classifies them into
four organizational stages. We then present an intelligent approach to
support group activity preparation, including a heuristic rule-based
mechanism for advertising public activity and a context-based method
for private group formation. In addition, we leverage features
extracted from both online and offline communities to recommend
ongoing events to attendees with different needs. Compared to the
baseline method, people preferred public activities suggested by our
heuristic rule-based method. Using a dataset collected from 45
participants we found that the context-based approach for private
group formation can attain a precision and recall of over 80%, and the
usage of spatial-temporal contexts and group computing can have
more than a 30% performance improvement over considering the
interaction frequency between a user and related groups. A case study
revealed that, by extracting the features such as dynamic intimacy and
static intimacy, our cross-community approach for ongoing event
recommendation can meet different user needs.
Index Terms—Mobile crowd sensing, group computing,
cross-community sensing and mining, social activity organization.

I. INTRODUCTION
Many technologies facilitate group interaction [1]. For
example, group management tools [2-6] can help analyze
historical interaction data of online communication (e.g., email,
Facebook) and offline co-located social events [7-11]. However,
group activities involve more complex processes such as group
formation and event publicity in addition to intra-group
interaction during the events.
This is a challenging problem. First of all, different types of
group activities may vary in goals, needs, constraints, flows,
organizations, and interaction patterns. For instance, some
events are closed or private (e.g., a party). In other cases,
activities are open to the public. In addition, each organizational
stage of an activity may require different technical support. For
example, one challenge of activity preparation is to locate and
invite potential attendees. In contrast, the core issue of running
an activity is recognizing and monitoring ongoing events. Group
would benefit from a conceptual model for automatic
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processing. Second, there is a lack of technical infrastructure
for group activity logging and mining. For online communities,
social web portals can capture virtual interaction data for further
use, such as social tie detection. Data from real-world group
activities are harder to obtain, requiring specialized models,
methods, and mechanisms. It is more difficult to extract
information and infer knowledge from physical group activities,
since the data tend to be noisy and incomplete. Third, activity
organization in real-world settings is often influenced by
various social and physical contextual factors, such as user
location, activity venue/time, existing participants, and so on.
Mobile crowd sensing (MCS) [12] leverages
crowd-contributed data collected via smartphone sensors in the
physical space as well as mobile social networks in the cyber
space. MCS has been employed in numerous application areas,
yet its use in group activity organization is under-investigated.
Our work aims to exploit the cross-space sensing nature of MCS
to support the lifecycle of real-world group activities.
In this paper, we present the MobiGroup, a group-aware
system that provides assistance throughout various group
activity organizational stages. It exploits smartphone sensing to
capture online/offline social interactions and empowers group
formation and management. We extend [13] by (1) addressing
the activity lifecycle in real-world settings; (2) characterizing
the complexity and diversity of social activity organizational
processes in a formal concept model; and (3) providing
intelligent facilitations for social activity preparation.
Specifically, our contributions include the following:
 A generic and multi-viewed group activity model. The
activity model classifies the lifecycle of group activities
into four stages. Based on the model, we develop a
framework that can adapt supports to the characteristics and
organizational stages of a group activity.
 Context-aware approaches to group activity preparation.
For activities that are open to the public, we propose a
heuristic rule-based strategy to disseminate information of
an activity according to its popularity and group
preferences [14]. For private activities that often consist of
a similar set of participants, we use a social graph model to
characterize the closed activity participation network, and
develop a context-based group computing method for
highly-relevant group recommendation.
 Cross-community approach to ongoing activity suggestion.
To encourage participation of ongoing events, we propose a
mechanism for recommending activities to potentially
interested users by extracting static/dynamic interaction
features of both online and offline communities [15].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
discusses related work. Section III proposes the group activity
concept model and Section IV presents the framework for group
activity organization. We describe our methods for planned
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activity preparation and ongoing activity recommendation in
Section V and VI respectively, and present an evaluation in
Section VII. We conclude the paper in Section VIII.
II. RELATED WORK
Groupware refers to software that can help people achieve
common goals in collaborative work [1]. Examples include
email and group editing/conferencing tools [16, 17].
ContactMap provided an editable group visualization tool to
depict personal contacts and groups [6]. SocialFlow [2]
displayed social groups mined from email data. Researchers
from Google proposed a method that can suggest a recipient
group upon email composition [3]. These systems extracted
social groups from online interactions. They did not address
group activity organization in real-world scenarios.
Mobile group activity augmentation refers to the techniques
that aim to augment group activity organization using mobile
devices. Many studies focus on group activity sensing and
sharing. For instance, CenceMe exploited mobile phones to
infer people’s presence (e.g., dancing at a party with friends)
and then shared this information over social network media [7].
Movi collaboratively took photos and shared the social activities
through co-located mobile phones [8]. Our work adopts an
audio-based smartphone sensing method to recognize social
activities. Rather than simply sharing the ongoing activity
information with friends online, we take an opportunistic
approach to selectively send the message to friends that meet
certain criteria (e.g., distance, static/dynamic intimacy). The
participant suggestion for real-world activity organizers is
another way to augment group activities. Flocks [9] was a
system that supports dynamic group creation on the basis of user
profiles and physical proximity. SOCKER allowed the building
of ad hoc groups based on opportunistic data dissemination [10].
These systems mainly grouped people already located nearby
and did not to recruit like-minded contacts who are not yet
gathered but could be. Furthermore, no existing studies have
given a systematic investigation of the generic process of group
activity organization. MobiGroup, to the best of our knowledge,
provides the first concept model of this field.
(3) Cross-community sensing and mining. People are involved
in multiple communities, either online or offline. Different
communities are implicitly interlinked [10, 11]. For example,
co-location in the real world is echoed in connectivity online
[18]. We view online and offline communities as
complementary networks and leverage “cross-community
sensing and mining (CSM)” techniques [15] to support group
activity organization. Several studies explore the integration of
features from hybrid communities. For example, Tang et al. [19]
transferred and integrated knowledge from different social
networks for social tie prediction. Our previous work [20]
combined pervasive sensing and Web intelligence techniques
for social contact management. MobiGroup facilitates group
activity organization by considering both online (e.g., friendship,
comments) and offline features (e.g., location, ambient sounds).
III. GROUP ACTIVITY MODELING
A. Group Activity Characterization
Group activities can be held in face-to-face or in online
manners. In our study group activities are referred to traditional

meeting-based activities, i.e. a crowd of people that gather
together at a certain time and place for a specific purpose. We
explore the key concepts of group activities in the following.
(1) Group activity type. Based on the organization manner, we
can divide group activities into planned and unplanned (or
opportunistic) activities [21] (Fig. 1). Planned activities usually
have explicit activity initiators, and require participant invitation
or activity advertising, such as organizing a workshop/party.
Unplanned activities are usually held in an opportunistic manner
and do not have a clear preparation process, such as meeting
someone in a store. Based on the openness of an activity to its
participants, we can categorize group activities into public/open
activities and private/closed ones [22, 23]. In general, public
activities are widely-announced and do not limit participation.
The participants of private activities are relatively static (or
fixed) and are not recruited through open calls but by personal
invitations. For instance, Bob, a university student, often has his
lunch with a similar subset of his contacts, e.g., with B, C, D on
one day and C, D on another day.
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Fig. 1. Conceptual graph of group activity organization.

(2) Activity lifecycle. Organizing a group activity can be
characterized as a four-stage lifecycle: activity initiation,
publicity, running, and completion. Different technical support
should be given to each stage.
 Initiation and publicity. These two stages are about activity
preparation. For public activities, activity advertising and
recommendation are critical. For private activities, since the
participants are relatively static and fixed, it is desirable to
suggest the right members to the private activity initiator.
 Running. Unplanned activities usually do not have a
preparation process and the running stage is crucial in its
lifecycle. Within this stage, the activity participants can
share their status online and the system can suggest relevant
people to join them. Depending on the situation,
participants may prefer to involve different cohorts of
contacts based on distinct intimacy metrics, such as close
friends, or the ones interacting frequently recently.
 Completion. After a group activity completes, its
information should be kept in the backend server and used
for individual/group pattern learning. The learned
information will be helpful to feed the prior three stages.
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(3) Activity tags. To facilitate activity information sharing and
advertising, each activity instance will be associated with tags.
We use broadly two types of tags: category and semantic tags.
1) Category tags. Category tags are defined based on the nature
and task of activities such as meeting, concert, or party.
2) Semantic tags. In addition to category tags, in information
systems we often characterize items by their semantics [24, 25].
We define the following two semantic tags.

Hot. An activity instance’s hotness can be measured by the
number of people who interact with it (e.g., pressing the
‘like’ button, reposting messages), and this number usually
reaches a peak value within a short period of time.

Social. People from existing groups usually show high
similarity, which is often defined as group-preference [14,
26]. This inspires us to characterize an activity instance at
the social structure level. For instance, we can recommend
a ‘social’ activity to an existing online group if a portion of
members from this group likes it. Groups can be extracted
using community detection methods [27].
‘Hot’ is a global feature and it indicates the interaction
dynamics of the whole community (with loose connections). In
contrast, ‘social’ is a local feature, representing the preferences
of a group of highly-connected people.
B. Group Formation
Another important concept pertaining to group activity
organization is the formation of groups. We define three types of
groups.

Activity participation groups are groups formed by people
who participate in activities in the real world. For public
activities, dynamic groups are usually formed through
open calls. For private activities, static groups that usually
consist of similar sets of social contacts are often formed.
The participants of each activity instance form a raw group,
and logical groups can be distilled when studying implicit
grouping rules and merging similar raw groups based on
historical data. For instance, as presented in Section III.A,
the lunch group {B, C, D} and {C, D} can be merged under
certain conditions.

Third-party groups. We can use the social relationship and
interaction from other communication mediums. As in
[15], an understanding and prediction of group activities
can be attained by mining the data from heterogeneous
sources from cyber, physical, and social spaces. We thus
employ third-party groups that can be detected from online
cyber portals, e.g., location-based social networks
(LBSNs), to assist real-world activity organization. The
analysis of third-party groups can be conducted at two
levels of abstraction: structure level and the interaction
level (e.g., comments, likes, retweets). As presented in [23],
the social network structure mirrors relatively ‘static’ user
connections. It can be analyzed at either the global-scale
(e.g., the whole community [27]) or the local-scale (e.g.,
ego-network analysis [28]). Interaction-based analysis
often reveals dynamic connecting features (e.g., the
interaction frequency between two linked users changes
over time).

Context-based groups. Context is an important factor for
group formation, in particular, in the case of ongoing
activities. A widely-acknowledged definition of context is
“any information that can be used to characterize the
situation of an entity [29]”. In this study, the entity is group

activity, and all information pertaining to activity such as
user location, activity time and venue, social intimacy, user
preferences, and behavior similarity, are useful contexts
that can impact the formation of activity groups.
Sometimes we need to combine the features of different
group types to achieve hybrid grouping, e.g., the formation of
groups that meet both spatio-temporal contexts and high
interaction frequency.
IV. THE MOBIGROUP ARCHITECTURE
Based on the study of the group activity model, we have
developed MobiGroup to address: (1) how to support intelligent
advertising of public activities, (2) how to facilitate the
suggestion of highly relevant groups to prepare private activities,
and (3) how to recommend ongoing activities according to
social and physical contexts. The layered architecture of
MobiGroup is in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. MobiGroup system architecture.

The first layer is the mobile crowd sensing layer, which
consists of smartphones enhanced by various sensors (e.g.,
Bluetooth, WiFi, GPS, accelerometers, microphone) and
third-party social network (SN) services.
The second layer is the data collection and storage layer
which contains two modules: heterogeneous crowdsourced data
collection and activity registration center (ARC). The former
provides MobiGroup with gateways to collect the needed data
from either smartphone sensors or third-party services while the
latter transforms raw data to social activity logs and inserts them
into the ARC repository. The activity logs will be used for
historical data-based group extraction and suggestion.
To facilitate group activity organization, we have developed
the Activity Registration Model (ARM) for ARC. As shown in
Fig. 3, in ARM, each activity instance includes an initiator, the
initiation place (I-Loc) and time (I_Time), the activity venue
(Venue) and time period (A_Time), and a number of activity
members or participants (MemL). We use an example to
illustrate this model: Bob is in the lab and wants to invite some
friends to have dinner together at the Golf restaurant. Here Bob
is the activity initiator (he initiates the activity in his lab), and
the activity venue is the Golf restaurant. For unplanned activities
that often lack the initiation process, the ARM works as follows:
the initiator is by default the current activity sharer and the
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members are those who participate in the activity after
suggestion; the initiation place is the same as the activity venue.
The third layer is the group computing and context learning
layer that contains the following components. The intelligent
tagging module is responsible for assigning tags to the
published public activities using heuristic rules. The context
extraction module is in charge of inferring social/personal
contexts (e.g., user location, preferences, who is together with)
from raw sensory data. The group extraction and abstraction
module is tasked to extract raw activity groups from activity
logging data or third-party groups. In addition, it also distills
logical groups from raw groups. The sound-based activity
recognition module is intended to predict the type of ongoing
activities by analyzing the ambient sounds sensed from
smartphones. The intimacy measurement module offers social
structure or interaction based metrics for intimacy calculation.
The fourth layer is the activity support layer, which meets
the aforementioned needs on group activity organization.
V. PLANNED GROUP ACTIVITY PREPARATION
A. Group Activity Initiation
There are two types of group activities in terms of their
openness, and we provide different support for them.
(1) Private activity. Users can initiate an activity through its
category tag, venue, and time. A category tag can be selected by
an initiator from a predefined tag set. To facilitate the selection
of a venue, we divide the city map into 100m*100m cells, each
can be chosen as the activity venue. A third-party Point of
Interest (PoI) dataset such as DBPedia [30] and LBSN check-ins
[31] can be leveraged for fine-grained venue setting. As private
activities are often associated with static groups, a list of group
members for a private activity can be recommended at the
initiation time based on ambient contexts. We describe it in
detail in Section V.C.
(2) Public activity. To better communicate with the public, we
need to learn from existing communication mediums. Posters
are a popular and easy-to-use medium for public activity
advertising. However, they suffer from problems such as
spatio-temporal constraints and low dissemination speed [32].
Using paper posters as the metaphor, we digitize this medium to
address its weaknesses. Specifically, when initiating a public
activity, people can publish a digital post to MobiGroup for
sharing. The metadata (e.g., activity venue and category tag) for
the activity post can be specified by the publisher. Users can
browse the public activities from a map (e.g., by activity venues).
They can interact with the posts and “save” the interested ones
that they want to attend (referred to as “savers” to those posts).
B. Publicity Support for Public Activities
The publicity of planned activities is to advertise the activity
posts to relevant people within a social community. In terms of
the manner activity posts are acquired, there are two generic
modes, i.e. pull and push [33]. Pull means that people can
browse and query activity posts using pre-specified category
tags. By push, we compute the semantic tags and automatically
circulate the recommended posts to potential interested people.
Semantic tags are crowd-related knowledge and need to be
learned from large-scale crowd-post interaction data. The
methods are presented below.

(1) Public activity sensing. To facilitate public activity publicity,
it is important to record crowd interactions with the posts. The
following information regarding to the posts are kept.

Savers to a post. The people who interact with a post p (i.e.
the ‘savers’) are recorded, forming a post group G(p).

Interaction time. It indicates the interaction time of each
user to a post, i.e., when the post is saved by the user.

Social links. The social links among users are extracted
from third-party SN services.
(2) Feature extraction. The following features are extracted
from crowd-post interactions for semantic tag prediction.
 Post group size. It denotes the number of ‘savers’ to a post
(i.e., the post group size), formulated as G( p) .


Temporal interaction context. The popularity of a hot post
usually reaches a peak within a short period of time,
similar to trending topics in Twitter. We divide one day
into L time intervals. Let the number of savers to post p at
the time interval Ti ( 0  i  L ) of date d be N(p,Ti,d) and
the average number of saves to any posts at the same time
interval during the past few days (we used one week in the
current study, because the posts published earlier show
little relation with the current post [34]) be AvgN(Ti). As
formulated in Eq. (1), we use II to measure activity post p’s
interaction index during Ti. It is a dynamic feature and we
use the maximum II in the interaction history of p as its
current hot index HI, as formulated in Eq. (2).
(1)
II  p, Ti , d   N ( p,Ti , d ) / AvgN (Ti )
HI ( p)  Max({II  p, Ti , d  : d pub ( p)  d  d Now ;0  i  L}) (2)

where dpub(p) refers to the publishing date of p, Now refers
to the current time, and dNow returns the date of the current time.

Post group density. We use the link density [35] to
characterize the density of social connections among the
savers of a post group, which is the fraction of the existing
numbers of connections of savers in the post group against
all possible connections. The metric is given in Eq. (3).
LinkD(G( p)) 

2  NumOfConns(G( p))
G( p)  ( G( p)  1)

(3)

where NumOfConns denotes the number of existing
connections among the members of the post group G(p).
(3) Heuristic-based activity advertising. We use heuristic rules
to infer semantic tags. Specifically, we use the group size and
the temporal interaction context to characterize a ‘hot’ post. In
the interaction history with an activity post p, if G( p) is
among the top k% of all the ‘active’ posts and HI exceeds a
threshold Thhi at a certain time, it is tagged ‘hot’. A post will
expire when it passes the starting point of its A_Time, and it is
viewed as an active post before expiration, formated by Eq. (4).
The whole rule is defined in Eq. (5).
Active( p)  Now  A _ Time(i)

Hot ( p)  HI ( p)  Thhi 
p {i Topk ( G(i) ,{m Active( m)}) = 1}

(4)
(5)

where the Top function determines whether G(i) is within
the top k% of all active posts.
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We use the density of a post group to determine whether a
given activity post should be labeled as ‘social’. For example,
we check the group density of a certain activity’s savers, and if
the density value is above a pre-defined threshold Thss, the post
is tagged ‘social’. As mentioned in Section III.A, ‘social’ posts
are suggested to existing online group(s) if a proportion of
members from an online group save the post. By applying a
community detection method over the social network of users
(can be obtained from third-party services), implicit groups
(forming a group set called DetGroups) among them can be
obtained. We can locate the group that contains the most people
of a post group and recommend the associated post to the other
members of this group. We formulate it in Eqs. (6) and (7).
Gsocial  MaxGroup(G( p), DetGroups),
(6)
if LinkD(G ( p))  Tss .
(7)
Rec(i, p)  i  Gsocial , i  G( p)
where MaxGroup returns the group from DetGroups that
contains the most people of G(p), and Rec(i,p) denotes that p
should be recommended to user i.
C. Group Suggestion for Private Activity Preparation
Private activities usually show regular patterns and
relatively fixed group members, based on which we design an
approach to supporting private activity group formation. As in
Fig. 3, the approach consists of two modules: offline group
computing and online group suggestion. The prior module
analyzes the relations among raw groups and merges them into
logical groups, which can work offline with historical social
activity data. Online group suggestion leverages real-time
contexts for group filtering and ranking.
Raw groups

Group
subsumption

Logical
groups

Context-aware
group filtering

Affinity-based
group ranking

Time

Recency

1.25

Y
Y

…

Group
combination

Location
WithWhom

Ranking
metric

…

N

Y

Offline group computing

Tag

0.75

User role

Online group suggestion

Fig. 3. The approach for private activity preparation.

(1) The social graph model. To study the grouping patterns or
the rules of private activities, we first build a model to
characterize the network of private activity participation. The
social graph model is then proposed. In this model, the edges are
formed by initiating or participating activities. We employ the
egocentric network method used in [3], in which a message sent
by a user to a group of contacts is regarded as one that forms a
single edge (a hyperedge). The edge is directed, represented as
either in or out edges, corresponding to user-initiated or
user-participated activities, respectively. All user-initiated
group activities form a set called GAout, while all user
participated activities form the GAin set. The nodes to each
hyperedge refer to the members of a certain activity and they
form a raw group (see Section III.B).
Figure 4 is an example of Bob’s social graph, where four raw
groups are involved (e.g., G1 to G4). For instance, G1 is formed
by an activity which Bob initiates and B-D are members. G2 is

associated with several activities, where Bob is either the
initiator (the out edge) or a participant (the in edge).

Fig. 4. A group activity graph example.

(2) Private group computing. People can participate in various
group activities, and different activities usually link different
group instances. This relation results in a large number of
groups in the initial social graph. This is a challenge for
initiating private group activities, considering that there are
many overlapping or nested groups. For instance, A can be
involved in both a sport team and a project team, and the two
groups overlap. This is also obvious from the social graph model.
As shown in Fig. 4, the social graph of Bob consists of
overlapping (e.g., groups G1 and G3) and nested groups (e.g.,
groups G1 and G2). G4 is more specific and has little relation
with the other three groups. Regarding different themes of
private group activities, a user’s social ties can be clustered into
different sub-communities, which is called the implicit grouping
pattern. For example, A usually has lunch together with B, C and
D, except for one day that B does not come for some reason; this
results in two raw groups: {B, C, D} and {C, D}. From the
implicit grouping pattern perspective, the two group instances
should be merged as a logical group: {B, C, D}. It is not difficult
to derive that recommendations based on raw group instances
can result in missings data or errors.
To discover the implicit grouping patterns and improve the
performance for private group suggestion, the group abstraction
concept is used to eliminate minor subsets of groups by merging
highly nested or overlapping groups into logical groups. We
refer to the merging of nested groups as group subsumption and
the merging of overlapping groups as group combination.
Group subsumption. Given two nested groups to a user u,
G1 and G2 ( G2  G1 ). The two groups can be subsumed if
they are highly nested. We refer to MacLean et al.’s information
leak metric for group nesting evaluation [2]. The value of
information leak is determined by two factors: similarity of the
two groups and the ratio of the number of activities held by each
group. We thus define a new parameter subrate to measure
whether two groups can be subsumed, expressed in Eq. (8).
subtrate(G1, G 2) 

G1  G 2
G1



num(G 2)
, when G 2  G1
num(G1)

(8)

where Gi refers to the number of members of group Gi, and
G1  G 2

defines the similarity of two groups; num(Gi) refers to

G1

the number of activities held by Gi. Note that both in and out
relations between u and Gi are used. Suppose G1= {B,C,D},
G2={B,C}, and 100 and 5 records are relevant to G1 and G2 in
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ARC respectively, we have subtrate(G1, G 2) 

3 2 5

 1 / 60 .
3
100

If the value is below a predefined threshold (Thsub), the two
groups can be subsumed.
Group combination. Two overlapping groups can be
combined if they are very similar. To measure the similarity
between two groups, we use the Jaccard metric, expressed in Eq.
(9). The two groups can be combined if their similarity exceeds
a threshold (Thcom).
comrate(G1, G 2) 

G1  G 2
G1  G 2

, when overlap(G1, G 2)

(9)

Group abstraction results in a set of logical groups, which
facilitates the management of groups (considering that the
number of raw groups can be rather large).
(3) Context-Aware Group Filtering. One basic principle for
group cueing is to suggest relevant groups according to user
needs. Various contexts can be used to filter out irrelevant
logical groups when users initialize activities.

Spatial-temporal contexts. It includes the location and
time context regarding to the activity being initiated.
Location can be obtained by in-phone GPS positioning or
Wi-Fi indoor positioning techniques [36]. The initiation
time context is specified as one of the four logical periods,
such as morning (6:00 to 11:00) and noon (11:00 to 13:00).

WithWhom. Nearby friends who are often co-initiators or
members of an activity. We use WithWhom (i) to indicate
that a number of i contacts are together with the initiator.
This context can be obtained using the Bluetooth ID of
user mobile phones.

Tag: a category tag specified by the initiator often shows
the type of the activity being organized.
The rule for group filtering is performed in this way: for each
context Ci that is obtained when a new activity is organized, a
logical group Gj is considered irrelevant and thus filtered if it has
no historical record that matches Ci.
(4) Group Ranking. After context-aware filtering, there can be
still one more group remaining. To suggest the most relevant
group to the user, we developed a group affinity ranking method
to rank the remaining groups by the strength of the link between
a user and the user’s logical groups. We employ the method
used in [3], which was originally used for link-strength
measurement in email networks. The link strength between two
entities is computed based on their interaction history.
In MobiGroup, it is measured based on the group activity
history between a user and a logical group. In addition to
interaction frequency (i.e., the number of associated activities),
recency and user role are also considered in group affinity
ranking. Human relationships are dynamic over time, and we
use recency to denote that the recent data is more important than
the old data. For user role, the activities in which the user is the
initiator (i.e., the out relation) are more important than those in
which the user is merely a participant (i.e., the in relation). We
define the affinity rank between user u and the logical group Gk
as affRank(u, Gk), which can be calculated by Eq. (10). Given u,
the implicit group with the highest rank will be recommended.
affRank (u, Gk ) 

out

1
( )
Ai GAout  G ( Ai )  Gk 2



d Now  d pub ( Ai )

 in

1
( )
Ai GAin  G ( Ai )  Gk 2



d Now  d pub ( Ai )

(10)

where out and in represent the weights of the user roles in
social activities, with the former being larger to represent the
importance of initiator roles. We empirically use 1.5 and 1.0 in
the current implementation. dpub(Ai) refers to the initiation date
of activity Ai.
We use an example to demonstrate the group affinity
ranking method. As shown in Table I, for user u and a logical
group G1, there are three historical activities (A1-A3) associated
with them. We can also find the metadata to each activity, such
as user role (in/out relation) and the activity date. To illustrate
our method, three cases are given. The only difference between
case 1 and 2 is that the user role to A2 changes (from out to in
relation). We find that the rank value of case 1 is higher than that
of case 2, which indicates that the out relation (i.e., the activity
initiator role) is weighted higher in our method. Similarly, the
only difference between case 2 and 3 is that the activity date
changes. We find that the rank value of case 2 is higher than that
of case 3, which reveals the effect of the recency factor.
TABLE I.

AN EXAMPLE FOR AFFINITY-BASED GROUP RANKING

Case ID

Associated Activities (in/out, date)

affRank Value

1

A1(out, Nov. 15), A2(out, Nov. 16),
A3(in, Nov. 14)
A1(out, Nov. 15), A2(in, Nov. 16),
A3(in, Nov. 14)
A1(out, Nov. 15), A2(in, Nov. 15),
A3(in, Nov. 14)

1.5*(0.5^2+0.5)+
0.5^3=1.25
1.5*(0.5^2)+
(0.5+0.5^3)=1
1.5*(0.5^2)+
(0.5^2+0.5^3)=0.75

2
3

VI. RUNNING ACTIVITY RECOGNITION AND SUGGESTION
In addition to augmenting the preparation process for group
activities, we also provide support for running activities.
Specifically, if users permit sharing their current activities,
MobiGroup can recommend the activities to relevant people
based on social/physical contexts. It is particularly helpful for
unplanned activities, which do not have the preparation process.
A. Ambient Sound-based Activity Recognition
To suggest a running activity to other people, it is important
to first identify the category of the activity. Previous studies on
human activity recognition [7, 37] mostly focused on individual
activities. Some explore group activity recognition using mainly
computer vision techniques [8, 38]. Nevertheless, the vision
based method is computationally intensive and intrusive. We
have developed a less-intrusive approach to group activity
understanding, based on the analysis of sensed ambient sounds
from smartphones. There have been studies on ambient
sound-based group identification [8, 39] or place categorization
[40], and our work is designed for a different purpose.
To reduce the cost when running on resource-constrained
devices, a two-stage recognition method is used. Currently our
work used the smart campus as the test bed and identified three
most common activity types, namely talk, relaxation, and other
activities. The relaxation activities are associated with music
events (e.g., in a party, in a shopping mall). The data recognized
as other activities will be further processed in the second stage.
We identify three popular activities that university students
undertake on a daily basis: street roaming, sporting, and in a
quiet environment (e.g., in a library). The recognition algorithm
is given below.
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(1) Preprocessing. The raw audio data must be preprocessed
because it cannot be recognized directly. Ambient sound in the
form of audio streams is captured by the mobile phone’s
microphone sensor. The audio stream data is segmented into
frames for feature extraction. The sampling rate is 8KHz, and
each frame length is set to 64ms to enable lower duty cycle on
the phone. In speech recognition, researchers often set the frame
overlap between two continuous frames to enhance smooth
analysis. The frame overlap is generally set to 32 or 64ms. As
mobile devices have limited resources, we do not set frame
overlap in this study. To compensate the high-frequency part
that is suppressed during the sound production process, the input
signals should be pre-emphasized [41]. Finally, because the
change of audio signal in the time domain is difficult to
distinguish, the frames are processed using the Fast Fourier
Transformation method (FFT) for further analysis.
(2) First-stage activity categorization. According to the
requirements of MobiGroup, three features are selected, namely
Zero Crossing Rate (ZCR) [42, 43], Spectral Flux (SF) [44], and
Haar [45]. Each selected feature is useful for distinguishing the
associated acoustic events. For instance, comparing with music,
speech signals often show a higher variation in ZCR[43].
Haar-like filtering is traditionally used for image processing, but
it is also effective for ambient sound recognition [45]. Based on
the features, we build a classifier using the J48 decision tree
algorithm, which is efficient when running on
resource-constrained devices [45].
(3) Second-stage activity recognition. For the second stage
recognition, the goal is to classify the ambient sounds identified
as ‘other’ in the first stage into three activity types. The 24
dimensional MFCC features [41] are used, and the DTW
algorithm [46] is applied to classify the three types of activities.
MFCC features are more powerful but computationally
intensive. We avoid using them over the large number of raw
audio clips in the first stage.
B. Context-Aware Running Activity Recommendation
When a user shares her status online, it indicates that she
wants to have opportunistic participants to join her activities.
The host user may have different preferences or constraints for
the participants. As depicted in Section III.A, we attempt to
address two varied constraints: one is to invite close friends (the
static intimacy), and the other is to suggest the ones that have
frequent interaction recently (the dynamic intimacy). Several
other contexts should also be considered, such as preferences of
friends, and the distance between the activity venue and the host
user’s location. This is achieved through the fusion of social
interaction data gleaned from online and offline communities.
Online community data are used to characterize the social
intimacy (static or dynamic) between users, while the offline
data refers to the user contexts in the real world. In other words,
we are trying to generate hybrid groups based on online
third-party data and associated contexts in real-world scenarios.
(1) Preference. We use P(ui , Aj ) to denote user ui’s preference
degree to activity category Aj. It can be calculated based on the
user’s historical activity records in ARC. Since preferences can
change over time, we use the observation data of the last 30 day
for preference learning. It is formulated in Eq. (11).

P(ui , Aj ) 

NumAct ( Aj , ui , ARC (d ))
NumTotalAct (ui , ARC (d ))

(11)

where ARC(d) refers to the subset of historical data over the
past d days, set to 30 in current study; NumAct and NumTotalAct
refer to the number of activity instances a user participates for
activity category Aj and the total number of activity instances the
user participates, individually.
(2) Distance. It denotes the distance between the venue of an
activity and a user. In general, within a certain range of the
distance Thd, the impact of the distance on user’s choice is low
and the distance factor changes slowly. Beyond the threshold,
though, the distance will become more and more important as its
value increases. Based on this consideration, we construct the
distance parameter Dis in Eq. (12):
Thd
distance

，distance  Thd
( 2)
Dis   Th
distance
d
 ( 2)distance Thd , distance  Thd

( 2)

(12)

Thd is set to 3km in the current study. If the distance is over
3km, the growth rate of Dis will become increasingly higher.
(3) The dynamic intimacy (DI). DI supports the formation of
interaction-based groups using third-party data. It is measured
by the interaction frequency in OSNs between a user and her
friends, based on the interaction data (e.g., comments, likes) on
each other’s post wall. DI characterizes the dynamic relation
among users because the interaction frequency among them
may change over time. In Eq. (13), we define the interaction
factor of user ui to uj based on ui’s comments to uj’s posts during
the past 30 days (considering the dynamic nature of interaction).
1
n
I ui ,u j    k 1 ( )t ( k )  CR, t (k )  30
2

(13)

where n is the total number of comments of ui to uj. t (k )
denotes the recency, i.e., the number of days between the
comment date of k and the current date. CR denotes the ratio of
user ui’s comments to uj over all the comments to uj. For the
dynamic intimacy between two users (ui, uj), we should consider
both directions of interaction: ui to uj and uj to ui. The dynamic
intimacy of user ui to uj is defined in Eq. (14).
(14)
DI u ,u   w1  I u ,u   w2  I u ,u 
i

j

i

j

j

i

We consider that a user’s comments to her friends are more
important for recommending activities to the user, so it should
have a higher weight. In the current study, the two weights w1
and w2 are set to 1.0 and 0.5.
(4) The static intimacy (SI). It refers to the relatively long-term
or static relationship among users. Two measures — mutual
intimacy and coverage intimacy — are calculated from the
social tie graph for static intimacy measurement.
According to Mitchell [47], if there are more mutual friends
between two users, and there are more social ties among the
mutual friends, the two users are highly likely close friends. We
have proposed a method to calculate static user intimacy based
on this finding. As shown in Fig. 5 (a), the grey nodes represent
a friend of A but not a friend of B, or a friend of B but not a friend
of A, whereas the black nodes represent the mutual friends
between A and B. According to the relationship between
common friends, the mutual intimacy (MI) ratio between ui and
uj can be defined as Eq. (15):
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MI (ui , u j ) 

2e
M  ( M  1)

(15)

where e denotes the actual number of edges among mutual
friends, and M refers to the number of mutual friends of two
users. For example, the MI ratio between user A and B (as shown
in Fig. 5a) equals to 5/6.

Fig. 5. Examples of social tie connection between User A and B

If two users only have two mutual friends and there is one
edge between the two friends, the value of MI has the maximum
value (i.e., MI=1), as shown in Fig. 5b. However, we cannot
derive that the two users are very close. For example, the
relationship between A and B seems closer in Fig. 5a than in Fig.
5b, but the MI value does not indicate this. In addition to MI, we
define another parameter, i.e. the coverage intimacy (CI) ratio
for SI measurement. CI measures the proportion of the number
of mutual friends between ui and uj to the total number of ui’s
friends, which can be formulated in Eq. (16):
CI (ui , u j ) 

M
F (ui )

(16)

where F(ui) denotes the total number of ui’s friends.
We define the static intimacy SI of user ui to uj based on the
above two intimacy ratios, as formulated in Eq. (17):
(17)
SI u ,u   MI (ui , u j )  CI (ui , u j )
i

j

According to Eq. (18), the static intimacy of A to B in Fig.
5(a) and (b) is calculated as 10/21 (5/6*4/7) and 1/3 (1*2/6),
respectively. It indicates that the static intimacy between A and
B in Fig. 5(a) is higher than that of Fig. 5(b).
Finally, the ranking score for recommending uj’s activity Ak
to ui is defined in Eq. (18), where  is a constant value.
RankDI / SI (ui , u j , Ak )   

P(ui , am )  ( DI ui ,u j  or SI  ui ,u j  )
Dis

(18)

The activity information can be recommended to the list of
users in terms of the order of their ranking scores.
VII. EVALUATION
A. Prototype Implementation
We have implemented MobiGroup on the Android platform,
using SQLite as the database for ARC data storage. Users can
control the working status of the relevant sensors used in
MobiGroup (Fig. 6a). The interfaces for group activity creation
and training activity data collection are shown in Fig. 6(b) and
Fig. 6(c) respectively. Figure 6(d) displays the private group
activity initiation page through which users can specify the
activity venue and choose attendees from a recommended pool
(relatively fixed group members). Pressing the “SMS” button
sends a text message to the selected contacts (Fig. 6e). Figure 6(f)
shows the interface for ongoing activity suggestion from which
users can view the recommended activities on the Google map.
Users can click on an activity icon for detailed information.

B. Experiment Settings and Methods
(1) Public activity advertising. The first experiment
investigated whether users would benefit from our
heuristic-based approach to public activity advertising. We used
the dataset of activity posters in our university collected from 38
student volunteers [32]. There were many bulletin boards on
campus with advertisements on different types of public events.
We asked the volunteers to capture poster ads that were
interesting or important to them. This simulates the post-saving
function in MobiGroup, as each captured “poster” can be
viewed as a ‘post’ in Mobigroup. Based on the data we can
measure crowd-post interaction and suggest the relevant posts to
the appropriate users. The data collection process lasted around
eight weeks. We also acquired the social relation information
from the 38 participants through a questionnaire. We detected
five groups using this information with a method proposed in
[48], e.g. students taking a common course and undergraduates
from a student club. We applied the group detection results to
‘social’ post suggestion.
We conducted a user study comparing users’ ratings to the
‘hot’ or ‘social’ posts recommended by our heuristic-rule-based
method and a baseline method. For a user u, MobiGroup
suggests the top-k ‘hot’ or ‘social’ posts (ranked by their group
size). Meanwhile a named random method randomly selects k
posts for u, which serves as the baseline. We combined the
recommendations from the two methods into a unique set. In
this study, k was set to 10, following the setting used by many
recommendation services. We set Thhi and Thss to 2 and 0.3
respectively in the experiments based on the dataset in [32].
More specifically, the ratio of the average size of the top 25%
post groups (ranked by the group size) to the medium 50% ones
are around 2 (for Thhi), and the average group density of the top
10% post groups ranked by LinkD is around 0.3. Twenty data
contributors of the poster dataset were invited to participate in
this study. They were asked to rate their degree of interest to the
recommended posts on a five-point Likert Scale. We can thus
measure the effectiveness of the recommendation result.
(2) Private activity suggestion. The second experiment
investigated whether the group computing and context-based
methods are effective to support private activity group
formation and event suggestion. Private activity suggestion
relies on mining and analyzing historical group interaction and
activity organization data. We employed two methods to collect
such data, namely smartphone logging and online blogging. The
former is to report user activities whenever and wherever they
happen using the user interfaces presented in Section VII.A. The
latter requires users to manually record their daily activities on
an online blogging page. We recruited 45 students from our
department, including 23 undergraduate students from the
Mobile Computing course and 22 graduate students by e-mail
and open calls. The data collection lasted six months. Among
the 45 participants, 29 used smartphone logging and 16 used
online blogging. For online blogging, since it was effortful, we
asked users to record important social activities in their daily life.
We collected about 1,500 data records which corresponded to22
predefined activity categories. The activities were broadly
classified into three types: working (e.g., meetings, discussions),
relaxation (e.g., parties), and sporting. The five most popular
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Fig. 6. User interfaces of MobiGroup.

activities were lunch (35.3%), lesson (14.8%), discussion
(14.4%), sports (8.3%), and meeting (7.5%). The four most
popular initiation places were lab, student dormitory, classroom,
and library.
We use Precision and Recall to assess the effectiveness of
the group cueing algorithm. Precision is measured by the ratio
of the correct number (Rig) to the total number of
recommendations (Tot). Recall is determined by the ratio of Rig
to the number of people who are actually invited (Act), i.e., the
ground truth. For instance, supposing that A, B, and C
participate in an activity, and MobiGroup yields the
recommendation result A, B, D, and E. The Rig, Tot, and Act are
2, 4, and 3, respectively. The Precision is thus 50% and the
Recall is 67%. In the experiments, we chose 800 ARC records
as the training set, and 400 as the test set. The MemList in the
test records was regarded as the ground truth. Thsub and Thcom (as
defined in Section IV.C), were set empirically to 0.2 and 0.3.
The Friend Suggest (FriSug) method [3] was used as the
baseline for comparison. It proposes a method for recipient
suggestion in email composing using the affinity measurement
metric (i.e., AffRank) and the seed user context (i.e., WithWhom).
MobiGroup, however, additionally uses group computing and
other contexts for real-world activity group suggestion.
(3) Ongoing Activity Recognition and Suggestion. The
purpose of the following experiments is two-fold: (1) to validate
whether the activity recognition method based on mobile sound
sensing is effective; (2) to test the usefulness of the hybrid
community-based approach to running activity suggestion.
We adopted our campus as the test bed and chose the five
typical activities associated with student communities (as
discussed in Section VI.A). A total of 600 audio clips were
collected for evaluation. There were 200 speech clips including
talks, chats, and meetings, 200 music as well as 200
environmental sounds from libraries/labs (80), streets (60), and
sport courts (60). 75% were used for training, and the remaining
for testing. The length of each audio clip is around 20 seconds.
We applied our two-stage method for ambient-sound-based
group activity recognition, with the three selected features in the
first-stage and MFCCs in the second-stage. We compared this
method with Movi [8], which only used MFCC features for
ambient sound classification.
For the experiments on friend intimacy calculation (static or
dynamic), we recruited 13 active users from the Sina Weibo
(http://www.weibo.com) micro-blogging service. We call them
A-M. A is an undergraduate student from the Mobile Computing
course, and B-G are all friends of A; H is a graduate student of

our lab, and I-M are all friends of H. We collected their online
interaction records in the form of threaded comments for one
month. We also obtained the whole list of their social ties on
Sina Weibo, resulting in a total of 351 friends. During the test
period, a total of 565 comments were collected from the 13 users’
post walls.
C. Experiment Results
(1) Public activity advertising. Users’ average rating scores on
recommendations by each method are shown in Fig. 7, where
we obtain the following findings:
 People prefer the ‘hot’ and ‘social’ posts suggested by our
method more, given that these posts normally have higher
rating than the randomly chosen posts.
 The average scores of ‘social’ posts are normally higher
than ‘hot’ recommendations. It indicates that people in the
same detected group do share some common interests, and
group preference-based recommendation is more effective
than item popularity in loosely-linked communities.

Fig. 7. Results for tagging with heuristic rules.

(2) Group-Aware Private Activity Suggestion.
The effects of contexts. One major difference between
MobiGroup and other group tools is that MobiGroup provides
group suggestions in real-world settings, and uses various
contexts derived by smartphone sensing to filter irrelevant
groups. To evaluate the effects of different contexts, we have
chosen four types of contexts, with Time and I-Loc (initiation
place) as the basic and Tag, WithWhom(1), and WithWhom(2) as
additional criteria for group filtering. The results in Table II
indicate that rich contextual information can enhance
recommendation performance and that the WithWhom context
performs better than the Tag context does.
The effects of group abstraction. Group abstraction (GA) is
another contribution to group management, which can eliminate
noise in group detection and merge relevant raw groups into
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bigger logical units. The results in Table II suggest that group
abstraction can characterize the social graph of a user and
enhance the performance of private group suggestion.
TABLE II.

EFFECTS OF CONTEXTS TO GROUP SUGGESTION
Contexts

Precision

Recall

AR (AffRank) + WithWhom (1) [3]
MobiGroup – Context
MobiGroup – GA
Time + I-Loc
Time + I-Loc + Tag
Time + I-Loc + WithWhom (1)
Time + I-Loc + WithWhom (2)

35%
29%
40%
57%
70%
70%
84%

40%
31%
44%
75%
81%
93%
98%

Using spatio-temporal contexts and group abstraction, the
performance of MobiGroup is much higher (e.g., the precision
increases from 35% to 70%) than that of FriSug [3]. It indicates
that the two factors are useful for real-world group suggestion.
(3) Ongoing Activity Recognition and Suggestion. For
activity recognition, the first stage is to classify the three
general activities: talk, relaxation, and other activities. We
constructed a decision tree with the J48 algorithm based on the
selected features extracted from audio clips. From the results in
Fig. 8, the F1-measure score was above 75%. Precision and
recall of the first-stage classification based on the three selected
features are higher than using MFCCs directly, while the
computational cost is reduced by more than 50% (5230 vs.
2035 multiplication calculations and 5912 vs. 2841 addition
calculations per frame for MFCCs and MobiGroup). A
Chi-square test did not indicate any statistical relationship
between proportion of correct results for MobiGroup as
compared to MFCC for activity recognition.

Fig. 8. Experiment results for the first-stage activity recognition.
TABLE III.

THE CONFUSION MATRIX FOR ACTIVITY RECOGNITION

Class

Sporting

Quiet

Street Roaming

Street Roaming
Sporting
Quiet

17.0%
73.4%
6.4%

13.8%
14.2%
93.6%

69.2%
12.4%
0%

We list the confusion matrix of three fine-grained activities
recognized by the second-stage MFCC-based method in Table
III. Because of the diversity of the background sounds, the
recognition rate of street roaming activity only reaches 69.2%,
often mistaken for sporting events. In contrast, the features of
the ambient sound in quiet places are very stable, thus the
recognition rate is much higher.
Based on the activity recognition results, MobiGroup
recommends relevant activity to users in an opportunistic
manner. Two methods are proposed in Section V.B to meet host

users’ distinct needs on participants, namely static intimacy
(SI) and dynamic intimacy (DI). Several other parameters are
also considered, such as user preferences, distance, and so on.
We assumed that the preference degree were the same (all set to
0.5), and their intimacy can be computed according to the
collected dataset. The distances among users were randomly
generated within the range of 0-8km. The recommendation
results with the two methods are shown in Table IV and V.
RUNNING ACTIVITY RECOMMENDATION (  =200)

TABLE IV.
User

Friend

Intimacy
(Dynamic/Static)

B
C
D
E
F
G
I
J
K
L
M

A

H

TABLE V.

0.56 / 0.44
0.07 / 0.75
0.87 / 0.28
0.10 / 0.26
1.04 / 0.66
0.09 / 0.47
0.47 / 0.44
0.92 / 0.61
0.32 / 0.68
0.25 / 0.54
0.18 / 0.50

Distance
(km)
0.68
0.11
1.32
0.57
4.13
0.98
0.36
6.11
0.66
2.45
1.05

Ranking Value
(Dynamic/Static)

46.1 / 36.0
6.8 / 73.0
66.9 / 21.5
8.8 / 22.8
27.1/ 17.2
5.5 / 28.7
43.2 / 40.5
7.67 / 5.08
27.5 / 58.4
14.2 / 30.7
14.1 / 39.2

SUGGESTING RESULTS FOR RUNNING ACTIVITIES (SIZE=3)

User

Dynamic Intimacy (DI)

Static Intimacy (SI)

A

{D, B, F}
{I, K, L}

{C, B, G}
{K, I, M}

H

In Table IV dynamic and static intimacy do not always
follow the same variation trend. For example, though the DI of
friend C to A (and K to H) is low, but the SI is the highest. In the
DI recommendation, the activity distance of friend B and friend
E is almost the same, but the DI of friend E is lower than that of
friend B, so the recommendation value of friend B is higher
than that of friend E. Although the DI of friend I is lower than
that of friend J, the activity distance of friend I is much lower
than that of friend J, so the recommendation value of I is higher.
In the SI recommendation, the activity distances of friend B and
E are almost the same, but the SI of friend B is higher than that
of friend E, so the ranking of B is higher than E.
Assume that three friends are to be invited (i.e., group size =
3), the results for A and H are shown in Table V. It is clear that
the selected members and their order differ in the suggested DI
or SI groups for the same user. There are also common
members in DI and SI groups (one for A and two for H),
indicating that some people are both strong in structural
connection and dynamic interaction.
The above results indicate that the two social contexts (DI
and SI) recommend activities from different viewpoints, and
the spatial context also impact the decision process. In other
words, group suggestion for ongoing activities is highly
context-dependent, to meet diverse user needs and tastes.
D. Discussion
Group activities are very complex and people often have
different requests. This work mainly addresses two needs of
users, namely planned activity preparation and ongoing
activity suggestion. Other needs are to be studied in the future.
Identification of groups is important to social activity
sharing and suggestion, especially for ongoing activities. In the
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current study, we mainly use the proximity information to
identify members of existing groups. However, sometimes it is
not easy to differentiate whether two nearby people are
involved in the same group activity. We will explore new
sensing techniques to address this problem [8, 49].
There have been numerous studies about item
recommendation. For instance, collaborative filtering [50] has
been used for user-similarity-based recommendation. Gartrell et
al. [51] proposed a group recommendation approach (e.g.,
recommending a TV program to a crowd) based on both content
and social interests. Our work focuses on context-based ongoing
activity recommendation, where the factors such as user-activity
distance and interaction dynamics are considered. We intend to
improve our work in the future by integrating promising
recommendation techniques in other application domains.
Privacy is always a sensitive issue to smartphone sensing
applications. People are usually serious and cautious about
collecting their location and audio data. To address this,
MobiGroup limits the length of an audio clip to 20 seconds for
activity recognition, and the feature extraction is undertaken on
local mobile clients.
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VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented our efforts for group activity
organization and recommendation in the real-world settings. We
present a generic conceptual model for characterizing the
diversity and regularity of group activities. Built upon this
model, a combination of group computing, intelligent tagging,
and context learning approaches are proposed to facilitate
planned group activity preparation. For running activities, we
have leveraged a combination of mobile sound sensing and
cross-community mining techniques to provide context- and
group-aware suggestions for those who meet certain constraints.
Experiments indicate that people show high interesting degree
to the ‘hot’ or ‘social’ tagged public activities. Findings also
demonstrate that by using various contexts and the group
abstraction process, the performance of private group
suggestion is improved. In addition, by leveraging cross-space
community data, we can meet diverse social/physical
constraints in running activity suggestion.
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